WHERE INTELLIGENCE MEETS INFRASTRUCTURE®

24/7 Leak
Monitoring

Remotely identify and locate distribution
main leaks – from the office –
before blowouts occur.
Utilities invest a great deal of time and resources treating and
transmitting water through their distribution systems, only to see up to
30 percent of it lost to leaks. In fact, approximately seven billion gallons
of water is lost each year through leaks in water systems, according to
the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
Mueller Systems has enhanced Mi.Net® - Mueller Infrastructure
Network for Utilities, its fixed two-way advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI) system, with the Mi.Echo™ system. By leveraging Echologics’
acoustic technology, the Mi.Echo system provides utilities the ability
to remotely detect and monitor water distribution main leaks.

The Mi.Echo™ System Helps
Water Service Providers:
• Always-on monitoring enables fast
response time and unnecessary
water loss
• Self-contained operation helps
lower overall cost of installation
• Non-invasive measurements with
ongoing monitoring
• Leak determination analysis helps
prioritize limited capital and maintenance spending

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1.800.323.8584 OR VISIT WWW.MUELLERSYSTEMS.COM

Mi.Echo™

Permanent Leak Detection

The Mi.Echo system is a smart move for leak detection,
combining components of Echologics’ acoustic-based leak
detection technology with the Mi.Net System, enabling
utilities to remotely identify and locate distribution main
leaks – from their office – before main breaks occur.
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With the Mi.Echo system, utilities can increase operational
efficiencies by not having to dispatch field crews to search
for leaks within their water distribution network. They can
also detect leaks as they occur and plan repairs, which
enables them to minimize water loss, reduce main breaks
and avoid costly repairs.

The ability to verify detected leaks from multiple
Mi.Echo System nodes helps minimize false leak
alarms typically associated with other solutions.

How the Mi.Echo System Works
The Mi.Echo System is comprised of a series of Mi.Echo nodes and Mi.Hub units:

Mi.Net
RF Signals

3G Cellular or Ethernet

The Mi.Hub
Data Collector Unit

Mueller Systems
Data Center

To Mi.Host
Customer Interface

At the core of the Mi.Echo system’s leak detection
capabilities are the Mi.Echo nodes, a radio transceiver
featuring proprietary acoustic sensors, and data logger.

the Mi.Host user interface, which is integrated with ESRI
GIS mapping software, utilities can view and analyze the
findings on their desktop.

The Mi.Echo system nodes are potted
in pumper nozzle caps that easily
replace caps of existing wet and dry
barrel fire hydrants, where every day,
they collect and analyze samples of
acoustic data from distribution mains.
The data are analyzed and automatically alert the operator
of the presence of and location of any leaks.

If the data from any one Mi.Echo system node contains
anything anomalous, the analysis software will request
further information from adjacent nodes. The Mi.Echo
system nodes perform acoustic correlation analysis to
determine the presence and location of a leak to within
10 feet of accuracy.

The Mi.Echo system nodes transmit the data to the Mi.Host
software component of the Mi.Net System. By logging into

The ability to verify detected leaks from multiple Mi.Echo
system nodes helps minimize false leak alarms typically
associated with other solutions.

FEATURES
Always-on
monitoring

ADVANTAGES
Early detection
can avoid
main breaks

BENEFITS
Fast response time.
Avoid disruption, insurance
claims.
Reduce unnecessary
water loss, reduced repair
costs

Accurate
Leak Detection

Less false
positives

Less dry holes

Non-invasive
measurements

No operational
disruption

Lower cost setup
and ongoing monitoring

Innovative
Leak Detection
Technology

Finds 90% of leaks

Improve Water Loss

Mi.Net. Intelligence that Drives the Network.
Improved customer service and increased operational efficiencies provided by the Mi.Echo system
enhances the Mi.Net System — a communications network that fully automates the meter-reading-tobilling process, linking meters, distribution sites and control devices in a single, highly efficient data
network. The Mi.Net System is flexible and scalable, enabling utilities to deploy new technology in
stages, as their needs and budgets allow.

Where Intelligence Meets Infrastructure®
Mueller Systems offers a full line of residential, fire line and commercial meters, AMR/AMI systems and related
products. Mueller Systems provides Smart Metering solutions to optimize the delivery and use of water and energy.
Municipalities that supply water and electricity need innovative ways to increase efficiencies, reduce costs, conserve
water and energy, and improve customer service. Mueller Systems portfolio of metering systems meets that need.
Mueller Systems develops meters and metering systems that are a Smart Move® for the most demanding applications including residential, commercial and fire-line meters, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)/automated
meter reading (AMR) systems and related products.
We provide utilities with infrastructure technology that enables them to access the intelligent, actionable data needed
to increase efficiencies, reduce costs, conserve water and energy, and improve customer service.
Mueller Systems is part of Mueller Water Products, Inc., a leading manufacturer and marketer of products and
services used in the transmission, distribution and measurement of water.
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Echologics is a leader in the development of non-intrusive and non-destructive acoustic technologies for the
assessment of pipe wall condition in pressurized fluid pipelines. Echologics uses advanced and non-intrusive
acoustic technology to accurately determine the remaining pipe wall in all pipe types with no digging required.
Large Diameter Leak Detection incorporates major advances in correlation algorithms, sensors and signal
conditioning to pinpoint leaks on any pipe type including PVC, without using intrusive devices or excavation.
The Mi.Echo system is an automated leak monitoring system based on the next-gernation proven LeakFinderRT
leak detection technology. With advanced signal processing and sensor design, the Mi.Echo system can accurately
pin-point leaks. Utilities are now able monitor their distribution system so that they can find and repair leaks
immediately reducing water main breaks and repair costs.
Find out how Mueller Systems can help you increase efficiencies, reduce costs, conserve water and energy,
and improve customer service by calling us today at 800-323-8584 or visiting www.muellersystems.com.
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